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THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS??

I was raised in the spirit of humility in the Kingdom of the Heavens, having it as a primary attribute
to the story I would write in the world.  Such as I bring that divine attribute, each soul and each
essence bring in their interior an attribute to manifest.

My rearing was no different from yours, I just had the mission of being an example to humanity
and, throughout My existence in the world, I was helped to do so.

Since I was a child, I knew that something inside of Me could not live the same life that My
brothers and sisters envisioned.  This search for the purpose that the Creator had for Me often made
Me move away from the world and even from those that I loved.

I lived many instances of solitude, in order to try to find a meaning to life, and when I found it in the
union with God, I discovered that in My solitude all those that I loved were found.

Although I was not understood by many, I sustained Myself in faith and in the trust that such life
was lived for the good and for the evolution of all those who were around Me and that, without
knowing how, what I was living was helping them.

I was twelve years old when I sought in the silence what God had for Me, and that I could not find
in the daily life that I was living together with My brothers and sisters.  In silence and prayer, I
began to grow in spirit and to discover that maturity was not in the age and that, even though I was
so small, I wound find in the spirit all the understandings that I needed in order to grow.

It was like this that I consecrated the existence to God and He listened to Me and accepted My
offer; He showed Me His Plan, in this and in other lives.  In that moment, I did not know of the
absolute greatness of the mission that awaited Me and only before Jesus, as a child, I could
understand and overcome bigger tests.

I tell you all that because God also came to you, placed you before all the absurd of this world and
impelled you to seek a true meaning to life.  He led you to the path of the consecration of the soul;
 some, of the spirit, and others, of all the aspects of the being.

Through His Triune Spirit, He revealed to you a mission: to prepare the return of Christ and to
become an example to the souls that will not have a guide in these times of so much confusion.

If you dive into your own inner world, you will find all the maturity of the spirit and you will grow
quickly, much beyond the material bodies.  You will understand what is incomprehensible to the
human mind that is not united to its spirit and, even if you do not know how to elaborate great thesis
and scientific explanations about what you live, you will know God and will live Him.  You will
manifest His Purpose and pass through many tests, until you fulfill the primary mission entrusted by
Him.
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But, before the Living Christ, all the regrets will become small and transitory. There will not be any
suffering or tribulation that will not be rewarded before the greatness of His Love and the glory of
His Resplendent Spirit.

It is for this that I come to the world: to teach you to repeat what I lived as Joseph of Nazareth.  So
that you may understand that the essence of the human journey is the same and that, with the same
naturalness that the mistakes repeat themselves so many times, glory also repeats itself, holiness
repeats itself, the birth and the return of Christ will repeat themselves.  As well as He resurrected in
Spirit and opened the Heavens to His ascent, He will return and open the Heavens to touch His Feet
on the ground of this world.

I bless you and guide you to the fulfillment of the spiritual mission of the human heart.

Saint Joseph, confident and faithful Servant of God


